MISSION

The purpose of the WSU Faculty/Staff Gay-Straight Alliance is to:

- **Develop** a strong visible presence through publicity and networks across campus and in the community.
- **Promote** awareness, education and respect.
- **Coordinate** with programs and processes already in place.
- **Advocate** by issuing, from time to time, statements in favor of or objecting to political actions as they affect Weber State and/or the larger community.
- **Support** undergraduate student research, staff programing and faculty curriculum development.
- **Recognize** outstanding students, staff, faculty and community partners and present awards to faculty or staff for research and/or service.
- **Fund** grants for students in need of such things as books, emergency housing, conferencing or travel to survey or participate in LBGT programs.
- **Rejoice** and thrive in who we are and build a sense of community through social events for individuals and families.